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 Principal Threat Hunter for Netenrich, Inc.

 President of Bambenek Consulting, LTD.

 Finishing PhD in cybersecurity machine 
learning at the University of Illinois.

 Led several large threat intel groups in 
researching (and occasionally helping 
prosecute) miscreants online.

 Legal Principles

 Criminal Investigations
–Ransomware

 Civil Investigations
–E-Discovery
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 Duty to Preserve

 Integrity of Evidence

 Reasonable Inquiry

 Scope of Discovery
–All discovery is e-Discovery

 Healthcare information is highly-regulated (as 
is healthcare IT/OT systems).
–Regulation extends to partners and providers

 Healthcare is also the sector most involved in 
civil litigation (and not just malpractice suits).
–Health insurance driving this even more!

 The stakes are high in healthcare which make 
it a lucrative cybercrime target.

 Ransomware is the most prominent cyber security 
threat out there…
– Highly public
– Highly lucrative

 Now includes threatening to release data

 Much worse for organizations that have 
heightened risk of downtime…

 That makes healthcare a magnet for ransomware 
groups
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 Typically, ransomware criminal investigations 
are lightweight, but less so for healthcare.
–Governments may want to take a stronger role in 

these events due to the risks.

 Ransomware now invariably includes civil 
investigations (regulators, civil lawsuits).

 Who has the data? (IR Firms, ransomware 
negotiators, cyber insurance)

 In the above cases, control failures were 
present (more significant ones where large 
volumes of health records are stolen).

 Controls on information are just as important 
in e-Discovery.

 Behavior analytics on data access can help 
address logging and control issues.
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 If it is not logged, its much harder (or 
impossible) to get the data later.

 For the IT environment, there are many 
things that should be logged that are often 
not:
–PowerShell usage

 For medical devices / third-parties, somewhat 
at the mercy of the decisions of the partner 
company.

 For every device you should log:
– Medical data (obviously)
– Interactions with device (obviously)
– All authentication events (success and fail), if applicable
– All software changes / updates / installations
– Network data to and from (i.e. netflow), if not air-gapped
– All DNS queries from devices, if not air-gapped
– Find wherever it stores data and make sure that’s logged 

too (hopefully EMR system)

– Can you get EDR / Microsoft Defender for IoT on them?

 Most “criminal event” investigations also need to 
preserve evidence for civil litigation.
– You’re probably not going to help prosecute a 

ransomware group.
– Regulators / state AGs / HHS may want information.**
– You probably will be sued by a patient with a bad 

outcome that can be tied to ransomware.

 The latter discovery has some easy elements:
– What did IR firm do**
– What security policies / defenses were in place
– What was BCP / backup plan
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 Lots of crime victims and criminals end up in 
hospital…

 Evidence usually straightforward… EMR makes 
this easy but this is changing.

 Wearable medical devices can be used as 
evidence in crimes.
–Pacemaker case.

 Crimes involving employees (white-collar 
crime) also tend to be straightforward.
–Records from financial systems.
–E-mail or messaging communication.
–Often NOT corporate systems.

 Crimes in the healthcare environment, also 
usually straightforward.
–Witness statements.
–Video.

 Often the more expansive of the two.

 Have to deal with unique legal evidence 
challenges:

– Lots of privileged communications that may be exempt 
from disclosure

– HIPAA (if requestor is not the patient themselves)*
▪ E-Discovery, IR firm, or law firm needs to follow HIPAA also!

– For proprietary systems, data may not be stored in easy 
to parse methods and it’s not like you can loan someone 
a medical device to figure it out.
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 Every suit does allow for negotiation and 
setting of ground rules of discovery.

 Inquiry must be reasonable and relevant.

 Lots of latitude in HOW to produce the data.

 Besides legal holds, there is discretion, as 
long as you preserve and are complete.

 Duty to Preserve…
– Not always clear when reasonable anticipation of 

litigation exists

 Does your organization have an e-discovery 
process?
– Repeatable and documented processes streamline 

discovery and limit back-and-forth.
– The more transparent in the process you use, can also 

limit the hassle.
– Will help insure a comprehensive approach.
– This process should also influence charting… information 

should be documented the same way for every patient 
(EMR helps to enforce this)

 E-discovery requests aren’t requests just for 
specific places for documents, they want ALL 
responsive records.
–EMR can HELP limit this problem

 Is all patient-related communication restricted 
to an internally-controlled system?

 What are policies on data storage on USB 
thumb drives? Laptops? Tablets? Printed 
records?
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 Just don’t. Not in this industry.
–Compliance costs alone beat device cost savings.

 If you do:
–Require passwords on all devices used for work
–Create approved/banned apps list
–Provide security software (yes, free to the 

employee)
–Handle legal holds
–Training and periodic policy acknowledgement
–Can work be done in VMs without data touching 

BYOD device?

 Is data stored from each department in the 
same place / same EMR? Sometimes not.

 What about cloud storage?
–What is their e-Discovery process?
–Can they preserve if need be?

 Each patient record should map data to where 
related records for same patient are.
– i.e. “Base” record should point to system with 

radiology records (when relevant).

 More modern medical devices typically handle 
data and evidence better.

 Legacy devices, on the other hand… 

 The underlying medical data is fair game, 
which means special skills or proprietary 
knowledge may be necessary to produce and 
interpret.
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 Records should ideally be produced the way 
they were presented to the provider.
–Not all EMR systems produce data this way.

 Copy-Pasting errors can complicate charting 
and, by extension, evidence production

 Again, charting consistence helps this. If 
there isn’t ambiguity in where specific pieces 
of information are, less fishing expeditions.

 Between wearable devices, medical IoT, and 
cloud services, the amount of data can be 
immense. (19TB/year)

 If all the data is tagged correctly, it can be 
straightforward to identify.

 Data identification isn’t the only problem. 
Before production, data needs reviewed.**
–E-discovery / forensics experts not fully qualified to 

do this review.

 It is a crime to willfully disclose medical 
records wrongly.

 For narrow cases, this isn’t a concern.

 For broad cases, this can be a problem. 
Especially if big data is involved.
–Data scrubbing / anonymization technology is not as 

sound as people think it is.
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 It is a legal obligation to preserve the 
integrity of records.

 Redundant, Obsolete and Trivial data can be 
deleted (outside retention period).

 Do you have a policy that governs this and is 
it applied to all data (including wearable tech, 
medical IoT)?
–Who is in charge of information governance?

 What happens when a ransomware event and 
civil litigation collide?

 Duty to preserve and produce doesn’t go 
away because of ransomware**

 Negligent spoilation of evidence can be a 
cause of action.

 You need a response team for litigation 
(especially for bigger issues).
–CIO (Chief Medical Information Officer)
–Risk Manager
–Executive management / nursing management
–Financial officer
–Compliance officer
–Legal Counsel

 All data needs a data custodian who is the 
expert in accessing and producing out of a 
given system.
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 The increase in data sources (if not centrally 
managed) creates more complexity in e-
Discovery.

 Ensure that appropriate logging and controls are 
present everywhere.

 Creating data in standard ways greatly reduces 
costs in discovery.

 Information governance can help create 
standards and process.

 A good response team needed to ensure 
adequate production and controls in evidence.

John Bambenek, Netenrich, Inc.
John.bambenek@netenrich.com
@bambenek
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